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Sustainability and Social Responsibility Statement We are based in the heart of Bradford, a city
within Lancashire. Our factory is within easy walking distance of many housing estates and in close

proximity to the train and bus stations. Our commitment to the local community We do our utmost to
play a part in our local community and take pride in our contribution to improving the lives of its

residents. We offer our services to a vast and diverse number of local organisations, and we believe
that we can make a difference. We work closely with a variety of charities, as well as the local school
board and hospital, and we offer our services to local groups and partnerships. We actively work with
schools and children's playgroups. We support the local community and organisations that contribute

to improvements in safety and education.Q: Starting the load multiple result set process from an
arbitrary row Consider the following table: CREATE TABLE PERSON ( PERSONID NUMBER,

PERSONNAME VARCHAR2(30) ); The entries in the person table have the following structure:
PERSONID | PERSONNAME --------+------------ 1 | Fred 2 | Tom 3 | Bill 4 | Harry I want to run a query

that returns all of the person names and ages in the person table, ordered by the age of the person.
For simplicity sake, let's say I only have a few rows in the table. So we start with one thing to do:

SELECT PERSONID, PERSONNAME, AGE FROM PERSON; This returns: PERSONID | PERSONNAME | AGE
---------+-------------+---- 1 | Fred | 3 2 | Tom | 1 3 | Bill | 2 4 | c6a93da74d
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